A VALUABLE PARTNERSHIP; INCIDENT SCENE SAFETY OFFICER and RAPID
INTERVENTION TEAMS
By Lt. Mike Mason
The Fireground Dynamic
When we talk about modern day firefighting especially at residential structures we are talking
about a world of difference from 30 years ago. The quantifiable dangers in firefighting in
residential house fires as well as commercial structures entail the fuels of modern day products
of combustion and the integration of light weight construction. Structure fires for firefighters
are without a doubt some of the most risky incidents for fire departments and their members in
this day and age. Gaining control, providing safety and affirming accountability along with
concise and accurate communications is a must early on at these incidents. The presence of an
ISO and a RIT in the beginning stages of any incident is the optimum guardian for firefighters
engaged in battle, whether offensive or defensive tactics and strategies are being employed.
The other main guardian of the fireground is a Rapid Intervention Team. When we can establish
an ISO and RIT early on in structural firefighting we then have an incredible safety net for most
residential fire scenes. The fast moving dynamics of today’s fires need this marriage present to
reduce many of the injuries and deaths we sustain every year to our members.
Monitoring the Tactical and Strategic Priorities
If we were to examine the response to structure fires throughout the country the variances in
regards to staffing and equipment would be staggering when looking at one departments
capabilities while comparing it to another. Career, volunteer and combination departments and
their operating procedures in many cases are less than ideal especially in this day and age when
we are forced to work with less due to funding cutbacks and manning shortages. In many
situations throughout the country an ISO is not provided early on in the beginnings of an
incident; rather many times it’s addressed after firefighters have been involved in the firefight
for several minutes and in some cases closer to an hour. This can be due to many factors. In
some cases to this day many departments do not provide a solid operating guideline to insure
their presence on the fireground. The same holds true for RIT’s. At times it almost seems that

their an afterthought driven by poor staffing and accountability within an incidents timeline.
Many times ISO’s may be responding from further distances especially in rural communities
only to arrive during overhaul or worse arriving after an injury or death has occurred to one of
our own. You need to look no further than reading several NIOSH reports over the years
revealing the lack of presence of either a RIT or an ISO or both. The point here is to make no
mistake about the gravity of the situation and to ensure that first off out of the gate at any
structure fire is to establish a RIT. Why the RIT first? It’s simple because they’re a team.
Whether it’s a 2, 3 or 4 man RIT they are or should be with good proactive skills the watchful
eyes and protectors of our interior firefighters even before an ISO shows up or is established.
Monitoring and Protecting Risk
Both the ISO and the RIT monitor the fireground but their functions and actions are totally
different in many ways. On the other hand what one can do for the other regarding protecting
the fireground together make it worth the sound investment it is for any department. The ISO
has a very important responsibility on any fireground which not so much supersedes the RIT in
many ways but more importantly oversees as well as relies on the RIT for sound fireground
assessments. ISO’s big picture is the overall risk of the incident in its relationship to firefighter
injuries or possibly death and the operational effectiveness of the strategic mode chosen. The
fireground is driven by two overwhelming needs and that is life rescue and fire extinguishment
and an ISO placed early on into an incident as well as a RIT have the largest impact you can
muster for the safety and survival of or own. Tactical priorities such as search, ventilation, fire
control as well as property conservation carry with it individual degrees of risk which need to be
overseen by a vigilant set of watchdogs and that is an ISO and a RIT. The ISO guarantees that
benchmarks are being made in association of the tactical priorities while the RIT provides the
upfront safety to accomplish those benchmarks for each individual firefighter engaged. While
the RIT is insuring the protection of firefighters involved especially at interior firefights,
managing and providing such things as means of ingress and egress , laddering and assisting
with hose line integrities, the ISO is managing a host of other concerns and a lot more.
The ISO and the Dynamic Fireground
The operational effectiveness of any incident and its action plane or mode of operational
direction is under the supervision of the ISO’ being ever vigilant on the incidents overall
effectiveness and its relationship to conditions that may be improving or deteriorating. Their
position outside the structure close by observing many facets of the structure and fire
conditions cannot be understated and so the reason for their early presence for the safety of all
concerned. They must insure that accountability systems are being utilized and are functioning
correctly in order to prevent freelancing and other uncontrolled circumstances which can lead
to firefighters becoming lost, trapped or over run by fire. The ability to guarantee that

personnel accountability reports are being generated throughout the incident is paramount.
Firefights at residential structures and commercial buildings many times need to have
established control zones when dealing with IDLH and potential collapse environments. An
ISO’s needed presence for the areas to be assessed and covered is without question what is
required. The ISO should also be concerned with the effectiveness of radio communications.
Are the right people listening or the wrong people talking? Are communications clear and
understood and received by sector officers and chief commanders? Is there effective
communications with the RIT and the ISO or their reporting sector officer? Who’s looking out
for whom?
The Partnership of the RIT and ISO
The actions of the RIT and the ISO have some striking similarities when it comes to protecting
the safety and survival of firefighters involved in structural firefighting. The risk evaluation by
both these entities is essential in guaranteeing that everyone comes home. As stated earlier the
fireground is driven by life rescue and fire extinguishment. Life rescues require sound judgment
and good information as well understanding the life expectancy of the life to be saved. Another
words as we all know we risk a lot to save a lot. Understanding and being able to read rescue
profiles is important for those about to engage in its decision. Reading smoke and fire behavior
is the responsibility of all firefighters on the fireground but the ISO and the RIT above all else
better have it right in order to inform each other when they see a bad decision being made or
an unaware dynamic fast approaching. The ISO and the RIT you may find doing some similar
actions on the fireground one of which is recon. Both the ISO and the RIT should be doing this
incessantly during structural fires especially on interior firefighting. They should both be
reporting to each other regarding risks present, possible resources needed and any actions that
need to be taken while the information is updated by the ISO to the IC. When an ISO isn’t
present then the RIT should report directly to the IC because the RIT is truly acting as a
immediate ISO as it relates to conditions and information but in a very limited level. A RIT
cannot fully provide all the integral functions as an ISO while still being relied upon to provide
their presence and actions for firefighters on the interior especially if a Mayday were to occur.
Both the ISO and the RIT are involved in dealing with reading the building and the firefighters in
an almost three dimensional fashion but from slightly different perspectives. The RIT observes
firefighter’s interior involvement, the fire dynamic, positioning within the structure as it relates
to their task, ingress and egress, collapse, monitoring radio communications as well as hose line
integrity. Their action may be required if any of these areas are compromised or in jeopardy, or
the unthinkable happens with the need for a rescue of a distressed firefighter. The ISO’s three
dimensional world also covers some of those areas but is expanded into defining the integrity
of the entire fire environment. This entails a much more overall view of many more actions as
well as many more consequences. The ISO is on the watch continuously for change whether

